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Introduction
On Saturday 15th October, 2016, WDC discovered that Tokyo-based online sales company,
Japan Trend Shop, was offering several canned whale products to global customers1. The
company advertised payment in sterling, dollars and Euros and offered worldwide express
shipping. The discovery was made through US blog site A.V. Club2.
The site offered canned Sunoko whale meat from Kinoya Ishinomaki Suisan Inc., a Japanese
canned goods producer with a long history of selling whale meat sourced from Japan´s
‘scientific’ whaling programmes3.
The Japan Trend Shop website describes the product thus:

“Now this is something that will set you apart as a whale meat connoisseur! Sunoko, meat
from what could be thought of as a whale’s cheeks, is very rare, even in Japan: from each
whale, sunoko only comprises 3-5% of the total, and its taste and texture is very different
from regular whale meat. Cooked with ginger and soy sauce, this Kinoya Canned Rare Sunoko
Whale Meat is a treat that most Japanese have only ever heard of, but now you can try it.”
The A.V.Club blog also includes this and video.

The product is listed as coming from ‘baleen whales’ but does not name the specific
whale species. However, in its promotional blurb, it comments “If you still have some
environmental concerns, rest assured that the meat contained in this product comes
from animals that have been killed as part of scientific research.”

WDC’s investigations
WDC entered the Japan Trend Shop website and was able to select various language/currency
options at the point of adding whale products to our online trolley (English/dollars; German/
Euros; French/Euros – see screenshots in Appendix 1). It was also possible to purchase in
pounds sterling.
WDC is able to purchase whale meat without restriction
After taking advice, WDC made the minimum possible purchase (one can) of Kinoya Canned
Rare Sunoko Whale Meat at a cost of EUR 21 (plus shipping EUR 19, giving a total of EUR 40).
The purchased meat was sent from Japan to the United Kingdom without any problems and
currently sits in UK customs.

Kinoya whale meat also discovered for sale on eBay US
On Wednesday 19th October 2016, we made a further discovery. At least two cans of ‘Kinoya
Canned Rare Sunoko Whale Meat’ was advertised on the site for $45 (free shipping). The
listing was ended by the seller on 06th October 2016 as “the item is no longer available.” It is
currently unclear what quantity of whale meat was originally offered on eBay US and for what
period of time.

Comment
Although Japan holds a reservation (CITES) to the listing of some whales, the countries it can
potentially trade whale products with is limited to Norway and Iceland. Having a website in
several European languages, including English, can therefore only be explained by the intention
to illegally sell to customers in the US, the EU and elsewhere.
Conclusions
1. Japan clearly has whale meat surplus to its own requirements and some retailers are keen
to offload it to overseas buyers.
2. Japan argues that the IWC can maintain the moratorium whilst still giving it a whaling
quota. This is fundamentally wrong and all attempts to accommodate Japan’s arguments
should be rejected. Japan’s blatant failure to regulate and control this trade whilst whaling
is banned, shows just how bad the situation will be if the moratorium was ever lifted.
More detail on WDC thinking on this issue may be found here4
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Appendix 1
Screenshots with various language/currency options
Offer 1 (German selected)

Offer 2 (English selected)

Offer 3 (French selected)

